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Introduction
An Introduction to Kith & Kids
Our Mission
To achieve empowerment and social inclusion with families who have one or more members
with a disability.
Established in 1969, Kith & Kids has found its own unique
niche in the community. A self-help group with a
difference, together we provide support and information
for families with a member who has a learning, physical,
and/or sensory disability. Our members who have a
disability are of all ages (currently from about 7 to 45
years) with a whole range of abilities and disabilities
(from people who have profound and multiple disabilities,
to those with moderate learning disabilities). We run a
number of services, projects and activities for our
member families: Social Development Projects during
school holidays, a Summer Camp, Weekend Club
Sessions, a Friendship Scheme, Family Support, and our
Advocacy Project. In addition we aim to share our
experience with other families and organisations through
various Outreach Projects.

Kith & Kids
C/o The Irish Centre
Pretoria Road
London
N17 8DX
Reg. No. 3959694
Reg. Charity No. 1080972
Phone: 020 8801 7432
Fax: 020 8885 3035
advocacy@kithandkids.org.uk
www.kithandkids.org.uk

Kith & Kids Terminology
Definition
Anyone using our services who has a disability.
A member who has an advocate
The brother or sister of a member.
Any paid worker at Kith & Kids
A committee made up of parents, members and
occasionally siblings. They are responsible for policy
decisions at Kith & Kids.
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Term
Member
Partner
Sibling
Kith & Kids Staff
The Management Committee

Purpose of the Manual
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This manual was specifically designed for volunteer advocates at Kith & Kids to be an
additional resource to the existing Partners With disAbility Training Manual. It was written to
give you extra support and guidance in your role as an advocate. It is not, however, a
definitive guide to being an advocate. Each advocacy partnership is unique and as such will
have its own dynamics and set of issues that come up. This manual is designed to give a
sense of what might be involved in being an advocate.
It is also important to remember that advocacy partnerships are supported and that you are
able and encouraged to ask for support and information whenever you need it.

Advocacy Definition
The Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary defines advocacy as, “the giving of public support
to an idea, a course of action or a belief.” People with learning disabilities often find that their
views and preferences are not listened to or supported by society. They can often feel that
they have no control over their lives or the decisions that affect them. Imagine for a moment
how that must feel, to have no say in what happens to you. Advocacy for people with learning
disabilities is about supporting them to express their views and preferences, about getting
recognition of their rights and about addressing their needs and wants.

What is Citizen Advocacy?
Citizen Advocacy is about representing and
supporting people with more profound disabilities to
ensure that their rights and wishes are taken
account of in decisions affecting their lives.
Volunteer Citizen Advocates;
• Work with someone who has profound disabilities.
• Take time to get to know their partner, allowing an
understanding of their way of communicating and
the issues that are important to them.
• Ensure that, as far as they are aware, their
partner’s preferences and wishes are taken
account of in decisions affecting their partner’s
life.
• Work towards ensuring that the needs and rights
of the person with a disability are met in order to
achieve a quality of life that most of us take for
granted.
• Look out for opportunities for their partner to create a future
for them that better reflects what they want out of life.

What is Self-A
Advocacy?
Self-advocacy is about being empowered and supported to speak up for yourself in decisions
affecting your life.
Volunteers Providing Self Advocacy Support;
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• Support someone with disabilities to speak up for themselves.
• Support their partner to assert themselves at meetings
• Help ensure that their partner’s rights and needs are met according to their choices.
• Help their partner understand what their options are and what the consequences of their
choices may be, so that they can make informed choices and decisions.

A History of Advocacy in Kith & Kids
Staff Involvement – Advocating for Families and Members
Since the mid-70s a paid worker has been advocating for and supporting all family members:
parents, the son/daughter who has a disability, and siblings. Their role has been to discuss
with parents their needs and those of their sons/daughters and to support them to access the
various services that might meet those needs. This has involved attending numerous
meetings with social services teams, learning disability teams, professionals in residential
homes and day centres. In addition they have supported those members who are able, to selfadvocate (the majority of our members are not able to do so).

Staff Currently Involved in Advocacy (2005)
Family Support Workers x2
Projects Manager
Citizen Advocacy Coordinator
Self-Advocacy Coordinator

(Part time)
(Full time)
(Full time)
(Part time)

Advocate for families and some members
Advocates for some members
Trains and supports Volunteer Advocates
Supports volunteers providing self-advo
cacy support and runs Self-Advocacy
support Group

Volunteers as Advocates
Many of our past advocates started out either on our holiday projects or in our Friendship
Scheme. Through the time spent together socialising with their Kith & Kids friend they
established a relationship in which they both gained an excellent picture of the needs of their
friend, and also built a tremendous degree of trust and respect for each other. These
volunteers felt that they wanted to be able to support their friends to change those things in
their lives with which they were unhappy. Kith & Kids staff and families trained and supported
them with the necessary skills and personal development for them to ‘evolve’ in to advocates.

FAQs
What do we consider when matching advocates to our members?
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• Creating a trusting and supportive relationship with our disabled
members is an important part of advocacy. We’re looking for
positive, caring people who are willing to take the time to really
get to know our members.
• Part of advocacy involves talking to and negotiating with the wide
range of people who are involved in our disabled members’ lives.
This includes parents, care staff and social workers. Confidence,
a certain amount of life experience and being able to make and
sustain good relationships with others will help with this.
• Very occasionally advocates could be asked to attend a meeting
during the week, or more often could need to make phone calls
during office hours. It helps to have the flexibility to do this.
• It takes time to build a relationship that provides effective
advocacy or self-advocacy support. In order to do this we’re looking for people who are
fairly settled in their lives and willing to provide a 2 year commitment to being advocates.

What could the role of an advocate include?
• You’ll spend time with someone with disabilities getting to know them. For example you
might go to the cinema or have a meal out occasionally. This initial period is crucial to build
trust and to learn the ways that the member communicates. It helps you understand them
better and what their preferences might be in different situations.
• Later on you’ll also need to get to know the people involved in your partner’s life. These
could include a whole range of people such as parents, care staff, social workers and
therapists. Building good relationships with these people will help the advocacy partnership
become much more effective. Ways you could get to know them could include informal chats
over a cup of tea, going out for lunch together or just checking in with them when you visit
your partner.
• You might support your partner to make some small
changes to their living arrangements. For example putting
some posters up or getting them a new chair for their room.
• You’ll probably support your partner at their annual reviews.
You’ll help ensure that your partner’s views and needs are
considered in decisions that affect their lives.
• As time goes on you might get involved in a range of other
areas from getting a day care package suited to your
partner to obtaining funding for more individual support.
• Ideally you’ll also look out for opportunities for your partner,
maybe finding them a new social activity to try out or finding
support for them to learn a new skill.

What kind of support and training will I be offered?
• An initial training period including topics such as building relationships, communication,
assertiveness and negotiation skills.
• A partner advocate to work with. All our advocates are allocated to their partner on a 2-1
basis. This not only provides additional support but is also in line with our safety and
protection policy.
• A supported induction period into being an advocate. We’ll support you with your first few
meetings with your partner and initial review meetings that you may attend.
• Regular training and support meetings.
• A regular newsletter with useful tips and success stories.
• Regular one-on-one support review with the Advocacy Coordinator.
• Telephone support Monday to Friday 10 am to 5 pm.

How much time will I have to commit?
• If we find a suitable advocacy partnership for you, you’ll need to spend time getting to know
the person you are linked to. We recommend that initially you meet up with your partner at
least once every two weeks.
• Apart from this, the time you commit to the advocacy partnership really depends on the
needs of your partner and what you are able to offer. Kith & Kids staff are always here to
offer additional support when needed.

• Kith and Kids will reimburse reasonable travel expenses incurred as part of your role as an
advocate. Petrol expenses or public transport costs can be reimbursed to and from your
partner’s home or meeting.
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What financial support is available?

What will I get out of being an advocate?
• A rewarding, satisfying, empowering relationship and the knowledge that you are making a
real difference to the life of your disabled partner.
• Development of your ability to solve problems and to think laterally and creatively.
• An improved ability to effectively work with people and to build long lasting, sustainable
relationships.

Motivation / Expectations
You may have become interested in advocacy for many different reasons. These could
include;
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

get experience for work
meet some new people
put something back into society
get to know someone with a learning disability
help fight against authority
help someone make a change in their life
do something useful in your spare time
expand your knowledge of disability
positively use your skills/knowledge
make you feel good about yourself

Whatever your reason is, the important thing to remember is you will hopefully gain from the
partnership just like the person you are advocating for will. It is OK for you to expect
something out of it for yourself.

"I became friends with
Gary in 1989, and
became his advocate a
couple of years after
that. I have supported
Gary to say what he
wants to say to staff and
family members, and to
structure reviews in the
way he chooses. So I
like to think he has
gained
from
that,
because I know I have. Working as an advocate, as well as being emotionally rewarding, has
helped me develop skills such as negotiation and assertion, which in turn have proved useful
in my work."
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Ben – volunteer citizen advocate

The Role of the Citizen Advocate
Sometimes it can be unclear exactly what your role as a citizen advocate is. Some helpful
points to consider are given below along with an outline of the stages through which an
advocacy partnership may pass.
• Think about what you would like an advocate to do for you if you had one.
You’d probably want them to take the time to find out what you want rather
than just give their opinions to people. It’s reasonable to expect that your
partner would want the same.
• An independent advocate is able to independtly represent their partners
views and opinions and offer much of what their partner may expect.
• We all have things which we struggle to do alone.
• An advocate has a right to advocate, once their partner agrees to it, on the
basis of the knowledge they have gained through their relationship with their partner.
• An advocate should always check with their partner that it is OK to raise an issue with those
who may be able to change things.
• An advocate’s loyalty is to their partner, even if this means coming into conflict with parents
or care professionals.
• In Kith & Kids we feel the advocacy agency has a responsibility to ensure that advocates are
not pursuing courses of action which may be detrimental to their partner’s development. We
would wish to raise such issues with advocates when we become aware of them. Other
agencies may feel their responsibility ends once a link between the advocate and partner
has been agreed.
• An advocate must be independent of the services their partner uses. It is this which gives
them their unique status without invested interests. It is still essential, however, for
advocates to consider their own agendas through effective support and supervision.

Stage 1 (May take a few months)

Stage 2

Stage 3

o Continue to build good relationships with people in your
partner’s life.
o Continue to build good communication and trust between you
and your partner.
o Represent your partner’s preferences as you understand
them at meetings.
o If you feel unsure how to interpret your partner’s wishes in
certain areas seek support and advice.
o Take notes. Have records to back up things you say or do.

o Gather information.
o Address difficulties.
o Look out for opportunities.
o Continue to communicate
with your partner and those
involved in their life.
o Continue to seek
information and support as
and when you need it.
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o Establish trust. Build a good relationship with your partner.
o Learn the ways your partner communicates. Learn what your partner likes / dislikes and how they
communicate how they feel about things.
o Try to communicate with your partner as much as possible. Try to ensure that your partner understands
what you say and that they can communicate what they want.
o Put yourself in their shoes. What would you want your advocate to do? Think about what really matters
to your partner.
o Be aware of whether you are ready to start advocating or not. Seek out support and training if you need
it. Ask questions.
o Start to get to know people in your partner’s life.

Kith & Kids Code for Advocates
This code has been established to secure the rights of advocacy partners. It recognises the
importance of relatives and other people providing services, whilst maintaining the
independent status of advocates.
1) An advocacy partnership only goes ahead if both people agree it is what they want.
2) An advocacy partnership shall continue as long as both people wish. If an advocate
decides to end the partnership, the advocacy coordinator should be informed immediately.
3) An advocate has the right to raise anything which they or their partner are worried or
concerned about. This could be things to do with:
Access
Housing
Social Services
Money
Education
Transport
Being treated unfairly
Training
Work or employment
Legal matters
4) Where possible an advocate should get permission from their partner before taking up an
issue on their behalf. If a partner does not want the advocate to take up an issue, they
should not do so unless their partner’s safety is at risk.
5) An advocate should remember that they are speaking on behalf of a partner because they
are a concerned friend, not because they are a worker.
6) An advocate should at all times remember and respect the rights to confidentiality of their
partner, unless their safety is at risk.
7) If serious problems or conflicts of interest arise the advocacy agency must be informed in
order that they can provide appropriate information, back up and support.
8) An advocate’s first loyalty is always to their partner, not to the advocacy coordinators,
carers, family or people who provide services.
9) An advocate will try to make sure their partner has equal opportunities and that people they
interact with are treated equally and fairly.
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10) An advocate must remember they are working towards:
•• Helping their partner make their own choices and
decisions
•• Supporting their partner to increase their skills and
making sure they are able to do the same kinds of
things as anyone else.
•• Helping people to make friends and relationships
within the community that will last.
•• Ensuring their partner is always treated with dignity
and respect

Building Relationships
Getting to Know Your Partner
Before you can effectively start advocating for someone you have to get to know them well.
How else can you either represent them or empower them to put forward their views and
opinions? The more profoundly someone is disabled, or the more complex their needs, the
longer it may take you to get to the position where you feel ready to advocate. This initial
relationship forming stage is crucial. The best way to get to know someone is to spend time
with them and do something together.

Social and Leisure Activities
•• As far as possible choose activities that both you and your partner will enjoy.
•• Choose things that are within both your partner’s budget and your own.
•• Plan ahead. Do you need to make any special arrangements? Do you need to check for
disabled access? Does your partner need a detailed plan before you go out? Do you have
any necessary medication or changes of clothes with you? Have you informed the relevant
people of your plans? Do you knowopening hours/costs?
•• Some activities are outdoor and may depend on the weather. Have a back up plan.
•• For many activities transport is a major issue.
•• Advocates & their partners need to negotiate what activities to do.
•• Trying new activities can be fun but avoid forcing your partner to try something they really
don’t want to.
•• Have fun
•• Check for discounts you or your partner may be entitled to.

Ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go out for a meal
Cook
Go to a café
Watch DVDs
Go to the pub (If they are old enough) *
Listen to music
Go to a workshop (Dance, music, drama)
Go bowling
Go to the cinema
Play music
Go to the internet
Play games
Go swimming
Do craft / Paint
Hang out at their house
Visit a museum

A website that contains a list of cheap or free activities to do in London is
www.londonfreelist.com
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* Alcohol may interfere with some people’s medication. Always check that it is OK for your
partner to have alcohol before offering it them.

Things to Consider for Friendships and Advocacy Partnerships
• People with learning disabilities rarely get the opportunity to meet a large variety of people,
and often haven’t developed the skills necessary to form friendships or relationships and
maintain them.
• People with learning disabilities often have to rely on outside support to have a social life or
to do things they enjoy. Access to many activities is restricted for them.
• The advocate-partner relationship generally has an artificial beginning.
• There are a number of practical tasks to be done to maintain the advocacy partnership.
Advocates will need to define their relationship for their partners and explain how it is
different from just being friends. They will also have to support their partner in learning what
it is to be a friend and to have an advocate.
• Advocates need to take the initiative in maintaining contact with their partner and will have
to seek support from outside of the partnership.
• Advocates need to ensure they ‘say goodbye’ clearly to their partners if the partnership
needs to end.

• Advocates need regular contact with their partners, especially in the early stages of the
relationship. This allows them to get to know their
partners well and also to pick up on issues of concern.
In addition the more regular your contact with your
partner, the more likely service providers and parents
are to take your role as an advocate seriously.
• Kith and Kids tries to match two advocates to each
person with disabilities. Advocates need to have a
good relationship with the other advocate in the
partnership. This gives them an extra source of
support. If they feel that there are difficulties
between them and the other advocate they should
take time to meet with the advocate away from their
partner to talk things through. Kith and Kids staff are
always on hand to offer support to such meetings if
needed.
• Advocates should ask for support and information
in any areas they are unsure of. Advocates are not
expected to work without support, especially at the
start of the partnership. Even if the advocate is not
comfortable talking to the coordinator about
difficulties it is important they seek support from
an alternate professional source. This could be another member of staff from
within the organisation or an outside independent professional.
• The Advocacy Coordinator should maintain regular contact with all advocates and give them
support and ongoing training. Advocates should attend as many training sessions as
possible. If an advocacy partnership is well established and has been operating
independently for some time, advocates may feel that they would not benefit from the
training that is offered. If this is the case it is worth discussing this with the coordinator in
order to explore the kind of training sessions that may be useful if any. Training also has the
additional benefit of bringing people together to discuss shared difficulties, to get new
ideas,to get inspiration for ways they could develop as advocates and to share thoughts on
a variety of topics related to advocacy.
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What is needed to maintain an advocacy partnership?

Dignity and Respect
People with learning disabilities are often not given the dignity and respect
they deserve. People may make decisions on their behalf without
consulting them, care workers may open doors to their rooms without
knocking and waiting for a response, and others may talk about them
while they are in the room as if they weren’t there. Part of the role of an
advocate is to help maintain the dignity and respect of their partner.

Key Points
• Think about how you would feel if you were your partner in situations.
Just because someone doesn’t communicate how they are feeling in a
way we understand, doesn’t mean that they don’t go through similar
feelings and emotions that we do.
• We need to try to treat everybody with dignity & respect, including ourselves. Be aware of
how situations are affecting you and your partner. Are boundaries being crossed? Are you
both comfortable?
• We need to try to remain respectful even in situations where we are not respected ourselves.
This is often difficult. If you feel that you have been disrespected take time out afterwards for
yourself and seek support. Be aware of your own emotions and how they affect you. In
addition try to support your partner to learn about respecting others and
about appropriate behaviour in public.
• When on an activity with their partner, advocates
need to try to uphold their partner’s dignity and
rights as far as possible, without disrespecting
themselves.
• We all make mistakes, but we can recover from
them. Don’t dwell on what went wrong-learn from it,
resolve what difficulties you can and move on.
• We need to use whatever support is available to us.
Seeking support when needed is a great strength of
an effective advocate.
• The public generally mean well when with people
with learning disabilities but can sometimes have a
lack of knowledge or experience. If it feels
appropriate at the time, it is good to gently challenge
assumptions about people with learning disabilities.
Take an open and assertive approach rather than an
aggressive or defensive one. People are much more
likely to listen to you.
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For a more detailed insight into Dignity and Respect
see the Partners is disAbility
Manual p. 25 - 29

Building Positive Relationships with Parents
Parents are often an important part of the life of someone with learning disabilities. They may
be the one continuous presence in a world where people are constantly changing. Their
knowledge of who their child is and how they are can be invaluable. They have often been
through difficult experiences with people involved in their son or daughter’s life and as a result
they may find it difficult to trust new people coming into their child’s life, sometimes with good
justification. Building a positive relationship with the parents of the person you are advocating
for can make your advocacy more effective.

Key Points
• It’s important for advocates to consider the histories, agendas and feelings of parents.
Similarly, it’s important for advocates to be aware of their own agendas, and their personal
feelings on issues about which they are advocating.
• There are many benefits of advocates having a positive relationship with parents – indeed it
may hinder their ability to advocate effectively if they don’t have one. This doesn’t mean
that they must always agree with parents, rather that they should feel able to discuss their
areas of disagreement.
• It’s important for advocates to hold onto the needs and wishes of their partner, even when
this may bring them into conflict with parents.
• Building a relationship of trust with parents can support discussion on sensitive issues.
Advocates can be well respected but can also been seen as a threat to both parents and
care professionals.
• It’s important for advocates not to get defensive, even if they feel they are being attacked.
Try to look calmly at issues, and stand your ground while acknowledging the parents views
and feelings – be assertive but respectful.
• There are a number of tasks which can be done to build and maintain positive relationships:
e.g. communicate regularly, acknowledge and try to understand the others’ point of view and
feelings, be open and honest with each other. When meeting parents try and consider what
setting they would feel most comfortable in. Would it be better to meet at their home, at a
café or in the office?

Building Positive Relationships with Service Providers
Just as it is important to build postive relationships with parents it is also important to build
positive relationships with other people involved in your partner’s life.

Key Points

Remember! *Communicate *Listen *Be positive *Be assertive
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• Start by getting to know the people involved in the day to day care of the person you are
advocating for. These will include support staff and key workers. They are the people, along
with parents, most likely to be able to give you useful information to help you build a good
relationship with your partner.
• Ways to get to know them could range from having a cup of tea together to informal chats
as you meet them in passing.
• There needs to be an ongoing dialogue between an advocate, their partner’s family and the
care professionals involved.

Communication
Communication and Listening Skills
Communication Key Points
• We all need to communicate for a variety of reasons, particularly to
prevent isolation.
• We need to communicate our feelings aswell as our basic needs.
• We don’t just communicate through speech.
• People with learning difficulties will want to communicate with us
even if they are not speaking.
• When people don’t communicate through speech, the conversation
may lose detail. It may also be difficult to convey feelings.
• We need to actively listen to what others are saying, even if they
aren’t communicating with speech.
• There will be situations where we just don’t understand what is
being communicated; we need to be honest in these situations and
acknowledge our own feelings.

Listening Skills Key Points
• It can be very difficult to take in the relevant points within a conversation.
• We need to be clear about what we are listening for: facts, opinions, feelings?
• Our responses to the person talking can aid the flow of conversation and help us focus.
• Our responses may include questions, body language, or other encouraging sounds or
gestures.
• It’s important to acknowlege to ourselves and others when we didn’t quite get what was
being said, even though this can sometimes be difficult.

Communicating with your partner
o Communicating with the person you are advocating for is crucial to an effective advocacy
partnership. You might find it harder to communicate with people with learning disabilities
than with people who don’t have them. Possible reasons could be:
• You’re worried about patronising them
• You can’t follow their train of thought
• They don’t seem to be listening

o People communicate in many different ways and as an advocate part of your role will be to
find out the most effective way to communicate with the person you are advocating for. This
will generally take time and we would recommend you get as much advice from people
involved in your partner’s life as possible and combine this with your own ideas.
o There are many different ways to communicate. Some people may use signs while others
may use picture cards. Some people may use a system where they blink while others will
simply look in the direction of what they are interested in. People may have certain sounds
or gestures they use to express different emotions. People may respond well to different
sensory stimulattion. It is also likely that the environment your partner is in will affect their
willingness to communicate. It’s important to find out how your partner communicates, to
explore ways in which communication could be improved and to find out what environments
they are comfortable communicating in.
o Effective communication is not just about getting messages across, it is also based on trust.
Be patient. Building effective communication takes time.
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• You have to adjust your language
• You can’t understand them
• They make inappropriate responses.
• They have limited speech or movement

Listening Skills
Not just with your partner but also with other people involved in their lives.

o This can involve a comment about the
person’s body language, e.g. “You’re
looking a bit down”, or “How have things
gone for you today?” This opens the
communication.
o Silence, waiting for the other person to
speak.
o Eye-contact.

someone correctly feed the information
back to them and ask if it’s correct.

Attentive Silence
o Wait for the person to think of their
response, silence is alright. Most of us
try to jump in when there is a silence
because we feel awkward or think we
know what the person is about to say.

Encouragers

Closed/Open Questions

o Show that you are interested in what the
other person is saying and that you
genuinely want to understand what is
being said.
o Ways to do this include head nods,
“Mmhms”, “Ohs”, “And?” etc., which
encourage the person to continue to
communicate. If talking, an encourager
like, “Keep talking. I’m with you”, can
help.
o Maintaining eye contact also shows
you’re listening.
o Body language again shows you’re
listening. Crossing your arms and legs
indicates that you are closed and
possibly defensive while leaning back
and slouching indicates that you aren’t
really interested in what’s being
discussed. Sitting upright and leaning
slightly towards the person you are
listening to, however, shows that you are
open to what they are saying.
o Show that you are following what the
other person is saying even if you don’t
agree with it. Respect their right to an
opinion.

o A closed question is looking for a oneword response, or it puts a suggestion
forward with no scope for further ideas to
be explored.
o Examples of closed questions are, “We
could go shopping, couldn’t we?” and
“Going to the cinema is a good idea, isn’t
it?”
o An open question leads the other person
into talking.
o Examples of open questions are, “What
would you like to do today?” and “How
do you feel about going to the cinema?
Would you prefer to do something else?”
o Use statements where appropriate to
show that you are interested. These
could include phrases such as “What do
you think about…?” or “What would you
suggest as a possible solution?”

Relevant questions
o A good listener asks fewer questions
and when they do ask questions they
follow the concerns of the person talking.
The questions are open and do not
require a one word answer.
o If you don’t understand what is being
said ask for clarification. Concentrate on
what is being said. If you find that you’re
no longer able to ask for a break. If you
want to check that you understood

Reflecting
o To reflect what you have seen or heard
confirms to the person that you
understand. This can be done by
paraphrasing or reflecting feelings.
o Paraphrasing is when you repeat the
essence of what the person has said, in
your own words, to show the person that
you are listening. It also helps you to
check that you have understood what
has been said.
o Feelings can be conveyed by what the
person does, facial expressions,
posture, eyes etc. If a person is talking
about a sad event it would show lack of
understanding if you had a happy smile.
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Invitation to talk/communicate

Autism and its effect on communication
What is Autism?
A number of Kith and Kids members come under the umbrella term of Autism/Aspergers
Syndrome. It is a social disability. The latest research suggests that people with this
syndrome have some damage to the area of the brain that deals with emotional response.
They have a variety of difficulties in trying to cope with life
These difficulties may include:
• Connecting/Engaging with others
• Reading other peoples body language
• Understanding innuendo/sarcasm
• Predicting what others may say and do
• Taking things we say literally

•
•
•
•
•

Understanding things which are abstract
Understanding things which are intangible
High levels of anxiety
Sensory overload
Coping with change

What can we do?

• We can support people to learn about body
language, and the hidden signs we give off when
we interact with each other. It is difficult as two
people aren't alike and may show their emotions in
different ways - this can be very confusing for
someone with Autism. Reading peoples
expressions and relating it to how they are feeling
can be hard. Verbalising how you make these links
may help. Eg, 'You look angry because you are
frowning'
• Some people with autism find it useful to have a written (or drawn) timetable that they can
refer to throughout the day. It can help them to be aware of what is happening and when.
Other people may prefer to find out this information verbally.
• It can be beneficial to allow people with Autism time and opportunity to check out a situation
before getting involved. Eg. Watching from the side, through a window etc.
• Trying to explain (simply and briefly) concepts or comments that can be misunderstood (eg
jokes or sarcasm) could help avoid confusion. This is not necessarily about not using such
words or phrases, but being aware that people with Autism may need help in understanding
them.
• Some people find a large selection of options too much, it may help to offer only 2/3 things
at a time.
• There is a lot of pressure on people with Autism to conform to what is accepted in society.
It is important, when it feels appropriate and safe, to allow them some time to be them
selves.
• Being aware of peoples likes and interests can allow you to use them as a starting point
when explaining things or introducing new ideas. Giving examples that relate directly to a
person's own experience can help them understand.
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People with Autism/Aspergers all have very
individual personalities, interests and needs; being
aware of the difficulties that they can face is a good
starting point when supporting them.
Here are some ideas that can work with someone on
the autistic spectrum. The best way to get to know
more is to spend time with your partner, and to talk
with parents, staff and people that know them well.

Possible Communication Difficulties and Possible Solutions
These ideas are simply suggestions. There are lots of different ways to improve
communication. If one idea doesn’t work simply come up with another. Remember there is not
always a solution and that building good communication takes time. Keep trying and
remember to ask for support whenever you need it. If you come up with any innovative ideas
for communicating we would love to hear them!

o For some people it may help to develop
routines and patterns for communication –
these may already be in place. It is worth
checking with staff and parents.
o If someone is finding it hard to concentrate
in a noisy environment find somewhere
quiet to communicate.
o If someone is having trouble coping with
written notes, letters or e-mails try reading
them aloud for them.
o If
someone
seems
uncomfortable
communicating with you look around to see
if there are other people near by who they
might not want to communicate with you in
front of.
o If your partner has great difficulty
communicating it is important to involve
them in communication as much as
possible. If your talking to someone about
something and your partner is there avoid
statements such as, “Will had a great day
today.” Something like, “We went to the day
centre today and had lots of fun. The staff
were great!” would be more appropriate.

o Make visual records of things together. This
could be written notes or pictorial records.
o If someone is getting distracted
remove as much irrelevant information from
their environment as possible. Simplify
texts, remove distractions, be patient.
o If someone is finding it hard to follow
instructions demonstrate it first. Allow them
to imitate you.
o If someone really doesn’t want to discuss
something with you respect that. Give them
opportunities to talk if they want to but
never force them. Suggest other people
they could talk to.
o If someone wants to talk to you about
something respect what they want to talk
about. It may, however, be helpful to give
them guidelines and boundaries for topics.
Five minutes chatting about Star Wars may
seem fine but one hour later you could well
be getting tired. Think about ways to
change topics. If appropriate set time limits
for certain topics.

o If your getting frustrated take time out at the
next available opportunity and seek
support.

o Your partner may not like being talked about
while they are in the room. If you need to
discuss an issue concerning them with
someone else be sensitive to this. It may be
more appropriate to chat about it later on.
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o If someone is not following what you’re
saying try rephrasing it, writing it down for
them or using diagrams and pictures.

Confidentiality
Imagine how you feel when you tell someone something
that you never had the courage to tell anyone else. It’s
probably quite a big deal. You’re probably quite scared.
Maybe you’re worried they’re going to tell other people.
Maybe you’re worried everyone will find out. It could be
something you’re embarrassed about. Whatever it is you
need to really trust someone to share with them. That’s
why confidentiality is so important. Your partner needs to
believe that what they discuss with their advocates won’t
go any further unless they want it to.

Key Points
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o Kith and Kids has a document on confidentiality, a copy of which is at the back of this training
manual.
o Information your partner discloses to you as their advocate is confidential.
o Exceptions to this confidentiality are when a person’s safety is at risk. In line with our Safety and
Protection policy the need to protect someone’s safety overrides the need to maintain their
confidentiality. If confidentiality is to be broken talk to the advocacy support staff at the office for
advice on whether the reasons for this should be explained to your partner first along with an
outline of how the information will be passed on and to whom. Information should only be
passed on to people who need to know and who are in a position to offer guidance or to act to
protect the individual.

Issues faced by people with learning disabilities
People with learning disabilities face a range of issues in their lives. Some of these issues will
be ones we can directly relate to while others may be specifically related to a disability or
experiences someone has connected to it. When trying to support your partner in dealing with
issues the following should be considered;
• Seek the views of your partner regarding the issue where possible -usually as the first step.
• Gain as many facts about a situation as possible; lateral thinking can often help with this.
• Try not to make assumptions.
• Consider other people’s agendas (and your own) when asking for information.
• Assertiveness and persistence will help you advocate effectively.
• A non-judgemental, diplomatic approach may be necessary and can be more effective.
• Addressing one issue may lead to the need to address further issues.
• As an advocate you need to use the support systems available to you.

Lack of stimulus

• Your partner may find themselves in daily routines with little variation or stimulus.
• They may have little choice over what they do each day.
• There are a variety of possible reasons for this. Maybe there is a lack of funding or support,
maybe your partner has routines that they find it hard to get out of or maybe there simply
has never been anyone looking at things from a different angle.
• Don’t leap to conclusions or start to blame people. Find out as much information as possible.
It’s possible things have been tried in the past. If so why were they discontinued? Did your
partner seem to enjoy or benefit from them?
• Think about what your partner would really enjoy and gain from. Communicate with them as
much as possible. Think together about what activities they would like to introduce into their
lives. What would they enjoy? What would be interesting? What could help them develop?
Do they have any goals they would like to work towards?
• Remember to think about how realistic your ideas are. A realistic goal for one person may
be to join a karate club whereas for another learning to use their hand to paint would be a
challenge in itself. Maybe your partner wants to learn how to take the bus by themselves, or
maybe they would simply enjoy learning how to operate a television remote. You are also
working within constraints. Before getting someone too excited about something think about
whether it will be possible financially and practically.
• Think about skills that would be enjoyable to learn as well as fun activities. What educational
provision does your partner have? Is it meeting their needs? Is your partner volunteering or
working? If not do they have the potential to do so? Would they want to?
• Remember that as an advocate it isn’t your role to be the service provider. You are seeking
support for your partner. If your partner wants to go swimming once a week it is not your
responsibility to take them there. You should rather look for ways that your partner could
achieve this independently of you. Think about funding. Think about support.
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People with learning disabilities may have little stimulus in their everyday lives. This could
result in them feeling bored, frustrated or even depressed. In order to try to overcome a lack
of stimulus in your partner’s life you need to consider the following;

Lack of mobility or independence
Lack of mobility or independence can result from many things. Perhaps someone has a
physical disability that makes them dependent on others to get around, maybe someone’s
epilepsy means they always need someone else present when they go somewhere, or
perhaps someone’s learning disability means that their safety would be at risk if they went out
on their own. Whatever the reason, not being able to get out and about can be very frustrating
and limiting for someone. As an advocate try to consider the following;
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• Think about what restrictions there are on your partner’s mobility or independence and why
these exist.
• Talk to other people involved in your partner’s life. Explore ways in which your
partner’smobility or independence could be increased. Is your partner happy with their
mobilty at the moment? What changes, if any, would your partner like to see? How would
their life be different if these changes were made?
• There are transport services, escorts and mobility aids available if you can put in a strong
enough application for them. Research, good communication skills and perserverance will
all play a key part in trying to get what your partner needs.

Emotional / sexual needs
People with learning disabilities have emotional and sexual needs just like anyone else. If
these needs are not met, or if they are not given the support they need, they can be left feeling
anything from angry and frustrated to lonely and depressed. In order to work through issues
around the emotional and sexual needs of your partner it may be helpful to consider the
following;
• People usually learn from experience the various social codes regarding the differences
between friends and strangers – you cannot assume that your partner, as someone with
learning disabilities, has also learnt them.
• You may need to offer your partner a model of how to be with other people, and to support
them to use it.
• Using such a model may offer your partner some protection from abuse, as well as enhance
their interaction with others.
• You need to give clear messages about the times and places in which it is appropriate for
your partner to express their sexuality. It can be hard to support someone around issues
concerning sexual needs. Seek support as often as you need it.
• It would be most unusual for anyone to be happy all of the time – your partner will feel and
show a variety of emotions, just like anyone else. If your partner is experiencing a particular
emotion they may be a variety of reasons for it. Try not to make assumptions about why your
partner is feeling the way they are. Explore possibilities.
• You need to be honest and explicit with your partner and others about the emotions you, or
they may be experiencing. This wil help you build open and positive relationships.
• You need to seek support for yourself when addressing issues around emotional and sexual
needs with your partner. It can be hard supporting someone to work through issues. Be
aware of your own needs.
• There may be times when you feel unable to offer your partner support around certain
issues. This is OK. Talk any concerns you have through with a coordinator.

Lack of choice
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How would you feel if you didn’t have any
choice in your living arangements, your
personal care or the services you received? It
can be frustrating for people with learning
disabilities when they are not allowed to play a
part in decisions affecting their lives. As an
advocate you are able to play an invaluable role
in having your partner’s opinions and
preferences taken into account. Try to consider
the following;

• By really getting to know the person you are advocating
for you will be able to support them better in getting their
preferences heard and their opinions taken account of.
Listen to what your partner is communicating to you
about how they feel and what they like.
• Remember that as an advocate you are there to help
your partner’s voice be heard. Try to avoid simply saying
what you think is best for them.
• It can be hard to achieve big changes but small changes
can be worked towards more easily. For example take
someone who has great difficulties communicating. You
may realise that they love Star Wars. Perhaps they would
like some posters on their wall? You show them a couple
and see how they react. You ask if they like them and
they respond with a smile. You try putting them in
different positions in the room asking them what they
think of each place. Eventually you seem to find a
position they really like and you put the poster up there.
The end result is that the person has had some control
over how their room looks.

Financial Difficulties
As adults we take it for granted that we can control our own
finances. People with learning disabilities are often
dependent on money they receive in the form of benefits
with much of this being spent on things they have no
control over. Not having the money you need to do the
things you like or to get the things you need can put
numerous restrictions on your life. Your partner may well
experience a number of issues around their finances. As
their advocate it is useful to consider the following;
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• Various difficulties can arise around finanaces. These may range from not receiving enough
allowance for personal items to not being able to get the funding needed to get services that
are needed.
• Think about what really matters to your partner. Communicate with them as much as
possible about what their needs and wishes are and how their finances may be putting
constraints on them.
• Remember that once again you are working within limits. Money can come from many
sources and in the case of funding there is often a reluctance to give money even if a good
case is made. Get as much background information on what funding has already been
applied for. Was it given? If it wasn’t why was it denied? What additional funding may your
partner be entitled to? How would you go about ensuring your partner receives this?
• There may also be other ways to get things your partner wants or needs. Try to think around
issues. If your partner wants or would enjoy having a computer, there may be organisations
that would donate one for free. Be creative.

Looking out for opportunities
People with learning disabilites may not be aware of
opportunities that are available to them and are often
dependent on others to make suggestions about what they
could or should do throughout their lives. As an advocate you
are able to have a valuable insight into the kind of changes or
developments your partner might benefit from.
• Keep looking out for new and inventive ways to support your
partner to make positive changes to their lives.
• Ask for support and information whenever you need it.

Barbara – Volunteer citizen advocate
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“Debbie is in her mid
thirties and shares a flat
with another woman in
inner London. She has a
severe learning disability,
uses a wheelchair to get
around and has complex
health needs. I have been
her advocate for 5 years
alongside
another
advocate, Martha. About
four years ago at one of our
regular get-togethers with
Debbie and her family, we
realised that as advocates a lot of our focus had been on Deb’s health needs and
campaigning for improvement of her daily life but not enough focus had been given to the
future and FUN. We decided to set up regular 6 monthly meetings round at Debbie’s where
we would invite as many key people in Debbie’s life as possible to come round for the evening
to pool all their ideas and creativity about Debbie’s dreams for that month, the next 6 months,
the next year and beyond. The meetings have been fun and have given different people in
Debbie’s life a chance to come together and share ideas. There have been real positive
changes for Debbie like more attention being paid on her hair styling and clothes in order to
reflect her age and personality better. The spare junk room in Deb’s flat has been converted
to a chill out room filled with all the sensory things Debbie and her flatmate love and Debbie
now has a holiday planned at least once a year. Of course there is still a long way to go, for
example Debbie still hasn’t got the car that would make her life much easier, but the meetings
have been a great way to see some excellent changes that have really improved Debbie’s
life.”

Service Providers
Range and Roles of Service Providers
There may be many different care professionals involved in the lives of your partner. Some of
their roles may appear to overlap; it is important to establish clarity about what each worker’s
responsibilities are.

Job

Responsibilities

Care Managers
(Social Workers)

o Appointed by Social Services
o Manage a caseload of people with learning disabilities
and their families.
o Work out what services they and their families need and
make relevant recommendations to funding panels.
o Ensure that people receive their full entitlements to
financial benefits.

Review Officers

o Facilitate meetings and keep records.
o Are not there for ongoing support

Duty Officers

o There is always a duty officer available to talk to if you
call up Social Services.
o They tend to deal with emergencies.
o They are not there for ongoing support.

Residential Care Managers

o Manage residential homes.
o Often responsible for managing the finances of people
within a home and for allocating Personal Expense
Allowances.
o Line managers for key workers and support workers.
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• You may need to go through several layers of hierarchy to reach the person who has the
authority to make a decision.
• The systems may differ in different areas of the country/boroughs – it’s important to find out
how it works where your partner lives.
• As an advocate you don’t need to know how the system works straightaway – you can find
out as you go along.
• As an advocate it’s not essential to get to know each professional person straightaway.
Getting to knowthem over time will be usefull, however, should issues arise with the service
for which they are responsible.

Responsibilities

Key / Link Workers

o A key worker is a named person connected to a disabled
adult / child in a residential home or day centre.
o Their roles vary but they are often the person a disabled
adult or the family of a disabled child can approach
about problems that arise.
o They often have the responsibility for collaborating with
various professionals to ensure access to and delivery
of services.

Community Support
Workers

o Appointed by Social Services
o Usually provide support for several people
o Support people who are, or hope to be, living in the
community, either within a family, alone or sharing with
others.
o The tasks undertaken are both numerous and varied,
e.g. helping people move from a hospital into their own
home or live a normal life.
o Often, people living at home with their families require a
different level of support, with teaching and with learning
how to socialise in the community being a high priority.
Support workers have a role to play in all these tasks.

Clinical Psychologists

o Work with individual clients, providing psychological
assessments and interventions - e.g. assessing and/or
treating intellectual, behavioral, social and emotional
difficulties.
o Sometimes work with groups of clients - advising,
trainng, counselling and supporting care-givers (i.e. staff
and/or parents).

Occupational Therapist

o Assess and treat people who have a learning disability
and offer advice and support to those people and their
families.
o The areas that they could be involved in include selfcare skills, social skills, play and leisure activities,
movement co-ordination, sensory skills and advice on
aids and adaptations
o They aim to help the client become as independent as
possible in whichever areas are necessary.

Escorts

o Appointed by Social Services
o Escort disabled people who cannot travel alone from
their homes to other destinations such as colleges or
day centres.
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Job

Responsibilities

Speech and Language
Therapists

o Assess the abilities and needs of children and adults
with communication difficulties. Following this, treatment
may be undertaken on an individual or group basis.
o They may give help in a whole range of areas including
feeding, developing skills which are necessary before
language can be acquired, developing understanding of
language, developing speech and language abilities and
training in the use of alternative communication systems
and signing
o They aim to look at the client’s needs within the
environment and to develop potential communication
skills within that in a practical way.

Physiotherapists

o Provide advice on a range of issues including the correct
provision and use of walking aids, special footwear,
orthopaedic appliances, wheelchairs, the use of
exercise, outdoor pursuits, recreation to improve normal
movement patterns, co-ordination skills and balance.
o They assess and treat physical problems resulting from
fractures, neurological, respiratory and orthopaedic
conditions.
o They advise and teach carers, relatives and other
professionals on treatment plans and management of
the above.

Educational Psychologists

o Help children and young people in full time education
who have learning difficulties, emotional problems or
behavioural problems.
o Work with teachers - training them to help students with
learning or behavioural difficulties, and sometimes
organising courses and workshops on topics like
bullying, learning skills or behaviour management.

Home Support Workers

o Provide practical support to enable clients to live within
their own home - assisting, as necessary with all
aspects of personal care and domestic tasks.
o Encourage development of social activities that benefit
or enhance the quality of life.
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Job

Working with people - Meetings
Remember: Everyone at a meeting has an agenda. What they want to achieve may be
different from what you want to. Even if someone disagrees with you and your partner it
doesn’t mean that they don’t want the best for them. Respect everyone’s opinions and they
will be more likely to respect yours. People work within limitations. They may not be able to
give you what you want. Be prepared to seek out alternatives together.

Preparing for Meetings
o Find out where and when the meeting is and how you are going to get there. If you have a
say in where the meeting is held try to arrange for it to be somewhere where you, and if they
are able to attend your partner, will feel comfortable.
o If possible find out how the meeting room will be set up. Round tables can help meetings to
have a more open and relaxed atmosphere. If there is a rectangular table whoever is at the
head will be in a “position of power.”
o Find out how many people will be at the meeting, why they are attending, what they hope
to achieve and what issues they intend to raise.
o Make sure you know what you want to achieve at the meeting. Have a clear set of objectives
and some ideas about how you might accomplish them.
o Agree on a common agenda with all other parties before the meeting. Make sure it is clear
what will and what will not be discussed at the meeting.
o Agree on how long the meeting will last.

What might happen?
o People may try and distract you by starting to talk about issues you hadn’t planned to
discuss. If they do this calmly state that you haven’t prepared to talk about that particular
issue at this meeting but perhaps you could schedule a further meeting to discuss it.
o Surprises may occur. You might need time to think or maybe you’ll feel your emotions
getting the better of you. Ask for a break.
o People may use jargon or technical language you don’t understand. Always ask for
clarification if this occurs.
o People may try and make you feel guilty – usually for “making unreasonable demands on
them” Remember what you are there for and keep your objectives clear in your mind. If you
have carefully thought them through beforehand you have nothing to feel guilty about.
o People may issue ultimatums. Try to avoid accepting these. Ask them why they have come
to that conclusion and if there are other possible alternatives. Avoid issuing ultimatums
yourself. It will make you seem unreasonable and immature.

Who might be there?
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o A variety of people might be at a meeting. It will depend on why the meeting is being held
and who it affects.
o People could include parents, advocates for parents, social workers, key workers, care
managers and therapists. There will usually be one person who is chairing or organising the
meeting. They will be responsible for agreeing an agenda with everyone beforehand and
will usually be the person who called the meeting in the first place.

Your Role in Meetings
o You are at a meeting as your partner’s advocate. You are there to either support them in
expressing their views and preferences or to represent those views and preferences for
them.
o You are not there as their friend or a member of their family. Avoid taking sides with other
people present at the meeting or getting emotional.
o Take notes. You may need to refer to them later on.
o Try to keep positive and open communication channels.
o Be assertive.
o Most meetings will have minutes typed up by the person organising the meeting. Ask for a
copy of these minutes to be sent to you and compare them to your notes later on.

Involving the person your are advocating for in meetings
o People with learning disabilities often have an impaired ability to understand and make
sense of complex information. This condition can be especially troublesome when such
information is presented in a stressful context. If your partner is present at a meeting it may
become necessary to have statements or questions repeated or rephrased for them. Ask
them if they understand what has been said. Clarify key points for them. Help people at the
meeting to understand the level that communication should be pitched at to involve your
partner better.
o If your partner is going to attend a meeting with you help them to understand beforehand
what will happen, where it will be and who will be there as much as possible. Think about
what setting they would feel comfortable in and try to arrange the meeting to allow for this.
o Even if you are representing your partner they can still attend some meetings if it would be
appropriate. One of our advocate teams has a small party every few months to talk through
with various support staff what their partner may want to achieve over the forth coming
months. The party is designed so that it is fun for their partner with some wine, music and
decorations. Although their partner has great difficulty communicating she is still very much
a part of the meeting and having her there leads to a much more person centered approach.
o If your partner isn’t going to attend a meeting it is useful to find a way to keep the meeting
focused on them as much as possible. One idea is to put a photo of them in the centre of
the table where everyone can see it.

Assertiveness Skills
Key Points
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o We can label various approaches to situations as aggressive, assertive, passive or
manipulative.
o Generally an assertive approach is the most effective in the long term.
o Clarity, honesty, and openness are key factors in an assertive approach.
o Being assertive isn’t necessarily easy – we may need support to use an assertive approach.
o Assertive people manage to get their point across while respecting the views and opinions
of others.

What is assertiveness?
Assertiveness is about treating yourself and other people with respect, and dealing with them
‘on the level’. Being assertive means saying what you think, need and want in a way that lets
other people do the same. When I am assertive I am giving a message to other people – ‘I’m
OK, you’re OK’.
There are three other basic messages people often give through what they say and how they
behave:
‘I’m OK, you’re not OK’ This is an aggressive message. This puts the other person down
and makes it difficult for them to respond assertively.
‘I’m not OK, you’re OK’ This is a passive message. By giving the other person all the
power and responsibility, I am opting out. I am not respecting
myself and my own needs, and making it difficult for the other
person to respect me.
‘I’m not OK, you’re not OK’ This is a form of manipulative message. I am saying I do not
respect myself or you.
Depending on the context, and on the past relationship between people, it is, of course,
possible to give a mixture of two or more of these messages. But these broad categories are
useful in understanding how the way we communicate with other people is shaped by, and
shapes, our self-image.

A person with learning disabilities may have received, ‘You’re not OK’ messages for much of
his/her life. This can make it hard for them to initiate a straight pattern of communication.
Manipulative,
passive,
and
aggressive
communication styles all make it easy for
relationships with partners to become distorted.
The advocate may keep all the power and make
all the decisions, with the partner taking on a
passive role. Or the advocate may become
manipulative and put themselves down as well as
their partner. For example a partner might say, “I’d
like to go home later tonight because I went home
early last week, but you’re probably feeling tired.”
The advocate then says, “I don’t mind you staying
later, it’s just driving you home at the end of the
evening, but you can stay late tonight because
even though I am tired I am on holiday tomorrow.”
Here neither person has really got what they
want, and they will probably not enjoy the rest of
the evening. It is easy also for the advocate to
reinforce negative messages in the way he/she
talks to staff and to other people to give a
message to her/his partner – “We’re OK, but
you’re not OK.”
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People with learning disabilities

Being assertive is difficult, and being assertive with someone who has little experience of
being treated with respect is even harder.

Why are we often not assertive?
Being assertive means putting your cards on the table. If the other person refuses to
recognise what you think or need when you have been clear and open, you will feel rejected.
Be prepared to pay that cost from time to time.
In our major institutions (school, work etc.) individuals in powerful positions are often seen as
more important people than others. This encourages unbalanced patterns of communication.
We learn to talk down to people, or round people, rather than straight to them. If we are to
value everyone in our society we need to make the effort to unlearn such lessons.

Some tips for being assertive
Body Language

Setting the scene
• This is to help you be in control of the
situation
• Choose the time and place
• Chose the seating arrangements
• Make sure everyone will be comfortable –
are refreshments needed? Is there heating
& ventilation?
• Clarify what you want to say
• Decide what you would like from the
situation
• Find out what other people want from the
situation

Disclosing feelings
• Use ‘I’ statements, own your feelings.
• Take responsibility for how you feel, avoid
blaming others.

Being clear
• Use short, clear statements
• Avoid unnecessary padding.

Staying with it
• Stay with your statement
• Avoid getting hooked or side tracked
• Avoid giving into ultimatums.

Empathising
• Acknowledge you have heard what the
other person has said.
• Ask for clarification if you are unsure.

Working for compromise
• This skill enables both parties’ needs to be
met
• Assertiveness is not a matter of winning
• Often an ideal “solution” is not possible.
• Compromise leaves both parties feeling
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• Respect other people’s space
• Stand tall, don’t slouch
• Is your face saying what you are saying?
• Eye contact
• Be interesting, not monotonous
• Adjust your volume control
• Lean in towards people to show you’re
listening
• Dress appropriately
• Use gestures but avoid overdoing them.

Why is an assertive approach to advocacting effective?

Assertive Advocates

Passive Advocates

Aggressive Advocates

• Develop a good relationship
with the person they are
advocating for so that they can
effectively understand their
needs and wishes.
• Genuinely believe in the rights
of the person they are
advocating for (to have their
voice heard, their needs met,
their rights respected and their
views and preferences taken
account of)
• Have
the
time
and
commitment to stand up for
their partner’s rights and
wishes.
• Clearly express the rights or
needs of their partner.
• Gather
evidence
for
arguments before tackling
issues
• Respect the rights of others
involved in their partner’s lives
• Recognise and admit the
impact of their demands.
• Focus on solutions rather than
problems
• Ask for the support they need
to achieve solutions

• Don’t really have a strong
sense of commitment or belief
in the rights of their partner.
• Tend to let others “walk over”
their partner and “give in”
during arguments.
• Often feel that situations are
out of their control and would
be better dealt with by
someone else.
• Don’t set good role models of
empowerment.
• Are in danger of not achieving
anything in their role as an
advocate*.
• Are often too worried about
their own ability or offending
others to follow things up and
keep pushing for things to get
done.

• Can get so caught up in
arguing that they forget what
their real purpose is.
• Often forget to check in with
the
people
they
are
supporting.
• Often fail to listen to what
people are saying and
therefore miss important
points they should pick up on.
• Can alienate people involved
in their partner’s life.
• Can intimidate their partner.
• Are likely to disregard the
rights of others involved in
their partner’s life.
• Tend to blame others for their
partner’s problems.
• Often fail to gain respect and
cooperation from service
providers
• Are less focused on what their
partner actually wants and are
more focused on what they
think their partner should have.

* Although they may be offering
friendship which is valuable.
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An assertive approach is often the way to most effectively achieve things within an advocacy
partnership. Below are some points that explain how assertive advocates might carry out their
role. Also are some ways in which a passive or aggressive advocate might work and why their
approaches might not be as effective. Although there is no set way in which to advocate the
following tips may prove helpful.

Negotiation Skills
As an adovocate effective negotiation will help you build better relationships with people and
achieve the things your partner wants or needs. Remember;
o Negotiation isn’t easy. It can be difficult to find a solution which all parties are happy with.
o It’s good to take an approach of exploring the options with the other person.
o Make sure you understand what is being said – say so if you don’t.

What might negotiation require?
•
•
•
•
•

Listening
Understanding other points of view
Not blackmailing
Compromise – mutual gain
Both parties have something to trade

•
•
•
•
•
•

Both parties must have a solution
Everyone feels comfortable with outcomes
Recognition of others’ needs/situation
Joint brainstorming
Buying time
Knowing how far you are prepared to go.

Possible guidelines for negotiation
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• Make sure you have a clear idea of what is going to be discussed at the meeting and any
outcomes you would hope for before you arrive. Try to find out what other people are hoping
to get from the meeting in advance.
• Work towards a win-win situation.
• Separate the person from the issue. It’s not the character of the other person but the facts
of the situation that matter. Don’t make your comments personal.
• Use ‘I’ statements. Take responsibility for what you say and avoid blaming others.
• Avoid vague statements to cover up the fact you are uncomfortable saying something.
• Be clear and specific on any conflict there is. Make sure you both understand where the
conflict is.
• Deal with one issue at a time. Avoid getting side tracked.
• Look and listen. Make eye contact. Give positive body language.
• Understand. Show understanding of what is being said. Say that you understand and see
the other person’s position. Try to find a common ground.
• Brainstorm creatively. Approach things as if they were a joint task. Be positive and
constructive with your comments.
• Consider time and place. Don’t bring things up if it is inappropriate to do so. Remember what
information is confidential and what can be disclosed.
• If you find yourself getting worked up then take some deep breaths and if necessary ask to
take a short break. Meetings can get emotional and it is important to be aware of your
emotions to make sure that you are advocating effectively for your partner and not letting
your own emotions get in the way.
• Be clear about what the outcomes of the meeting are and make sure others are clear of
them too. Set dates for further meetings if needed as well as dates for outcomes to be
achieved by. Make sure everyone is clear who has responsibility for following up on out
comes or points raised.
• Acknowledge and appreciate the efforts of people at the meeting. You are there to work
towards a common goal. Approaching the meeting like this will lead to more positive results.

Working with People – Practical Skills
Writing Letters
• Make sure the person you are advocating for is as involved in the
letter writing process as they are able to be. This could range from
you representing them based on an understanding you have
developed of their needs and wishes over time to them writing the
letter themselves with some guidance.
• The letters you will write as an advocate will tend to be business
letters. Use plain white typing paper or simple stationery with your
name and address and telephone number printed. Whenever
possible ype letters to make sure they are legible and look
professional.
• Letters are often written to accomplish a specific objective such as requesting a meeting for
information, filing a complaint, making an appointment, or thanking others for their
cooperation.
• Letters should be clear and concise.
• Plan your letter first. Make a short outline or list of points you want to cover. Include:
- A sentence or two that states your purpose for writing the letter.
- Sentences that provide further detail on your request.
- A statement summarising your request and asking for a response to your letter. Make sure
to include the date by which you want your response and information on how you want to be
contacted.
• When your letter is finished, check it very carefully to make sure you have not made any
errors in spelling, grammar, punctuation or in typing. Careless errors will decrease your
credibility and may cause your reader to conclude that you are not serious enough about
your request.
• Always keep a copy of the letter for your records.
• If you want to make sure the letter arrives send it by registered mail and request a return
receipt so that you know the letter was delivered and accepted. Keep the receipt as part of
your record.
• Note the date by which you expect a reply on your calendar. If you do not receive a reply by
the date requested, call to find out when the other party will respond to your request. If
necessary, write a second letter, pointing out the fact that you have made a request but have
not yet received a reply.
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• You might want to send copies of your letter to people that have the ability to influence the
person you have written to. This creates an incentive for someone to take what you have
written seriously and to respond to you.

Information Gathering
As an advocate you will have to gather information and do your research before you start to
tackle issues that exist for your partner. Getting the information you need and finding out
where to look for it may take time. Consider the following points;
• There are many services provided in the community, both by local authorities and the
voluntary sector. It can be difficult, however, to find ones which meet the needs of your
partner.
• Even having found appropriate services, the funding may not be available for your partner
to access them.
• There may be some issues which you find difficult to support your partner with, and which
may raise difficult issues for you in turn (e.g. finding a boyfriend). Remember to use the
support systems available to you.
• Many issues can be addressed simply by you as an advocate making service providers
aware of what your partner wishes. Service providers may simply have not been aware of
your partner’s preferences or needs before.
• Services vary from area to area – it’s important to research what is available in the area
where your partner lives.

Making Phone Calls
You may need to make phone calls for your partner as part of your
role as an advocate. If you are not used to making business calls
the following points may help;
o Before you make the call, plan your call.
o Make sure you have any information you might need to hand –
including your diary if it might be needed.
o Make sure you are comfortable.
o Think about what message you will leave if the person isn’t available.
o Be clear about why you are calling. What outcome are you hoping for?
o When you get through to the person you want to talk to, make sure you introduce yourself,
say why you are calling and check that the person has time to talk to you. If they don’t
arrange a time to talk that would be convenient to you both.
o On the phone be clear, calm and objective. Keep clear in your mind what you are hoping to
achieve from the phone call.
o At the end of the call make sure you thank the person for their time and arrange a time to
talk again if necessary.

Taking Notes

o Do take notes
o Don’t write anything that you wouldn’t show your partner or their
parents
o Make sure your notes are clear and concise. Avoid irrelevant
information. Stick to key points.
o Be clear about what are central issues/points and what are
examples of these.
o Type up any hand written notes as soon as possible. The longer you leave it the harder they
may be to decifer.
o Keep notes in a secure place.
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Taking notes will help you remember what has happened or what
has been discussed, and what you need to do to follow it up.

Working towards Solutions for Problems
You will almost certainly come across situations while advocating for your partner which are
hard to find straightforward solutions to. In some cases there might not even be a solution
as such. What you can do however to try to find ways round difficulties is to consider the
following approach.
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*Most importantly remember to seek support

Useful Information
What plans or policies might your partner have in place?
Assessments and plans are drawn up by a variety of people. These people include members
of The Adult Learning Disabilities Team (ALDT), part of Social Services, and The Community
Team for Learning Disabilities (CTLD), part of the Health Authority. Sometimes these teams
are both based in the same building and come under the title of The Learning Disabilities
Partnership. Although their funding remains separate, this allows for greater communication
between the two teams. The ALDT is made up primarily of social workers. The CTLD is
responsible for services such as those provided by Occupational Therapists, Speech
Therapists and Physiotherapists. For children a separate body carries out assessments.
Once a plan is in place it outlines what services someone is entitled to and what needs they
have that should be met. As an advocate you may be involved in helping your partner’s
wishes, needs and preferences be considered in such plans. If you manage to get them
included things are much more likely to happen for your partner. The following are some of
the plans, assessments and policies that currently exist.
Community Care Assessment
This is an assessment of the full needs of someone with disabilities. It is carried out by the
Adult Learning Disabilities Team, part of Social Services, and includes health and social
needs.
Community Care Plan
This is a plan to show how the needs highlighted in the Community Care Assessment are to
be met.
Statement of Educational Needs
Local Education Authorities produce educational statements for those in full-time education
outlining their special educational needs. An educational psychologist will often be used to
make the assessment.

Epilepsy Care Plan and Epilepsy Treatment Plan
If your partner has epilepsy they should have an Epilepsy Care Plan and an Epilepsy
Treatment Plan. If they do, ask to read these documents. If they have epilepsy but don’t have
these documents make sure you have detailed instructions about what to do in case of
seizures. If seizures need treatment make sure you take the relevant medication with you
whenever you go out and that you have had all necesarily training. People with epilepsy may
also have an Epilepsy Card with relevant information on. Further information about epilepsy
can be obtained at the following website.
www.eplilepsy.org.uk
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Behaviour Strategies
If your partner has behavioural difficulties they may have a document outlining behaviour
strategies. These are usually produced by a clinical psychologist. They outline ways to deal
with certain behaviour patterns and ways to encourage your partner to behave in a more
appropriate way. Consistency in dealing with behavioural difficulties is vital so that your
partner does not get mixed messages. Talk to care staff or parents to see if there are any
behaviour strategies in place for your partner.

Tenancy / Housing Agreement
If your partner lives independently they will have a tenancy or housing agreement. This may
stipulate restrictions to living arrangements – such as no pets or no smoking. If your partner
wants to make changes to their home you may need to consult this.
Health Needs Assessment
If your partner has special health needs they should have had a health needs assessment.
Often this is done as part of their community care assessment but occasionally it is a separate
document. If your partner is an adult this assessment is carried out by the CTLD. (Community
Team for Learning Disabilities)
Health Action Plan
Your partner may have a Health Action Plan. This document outlines their health needs and
gives an action plan to ensure those needs are met. If this exists it is important that it is kept
up to date and adhered to. Health Action Plans are drawn up by the CTLD.
Person Centered Plans
Your partner may have a Person Centred Plan. This plan is based on what is most important
to them and what they want from their lives. It is a plan to help your partner get those things.
Person Centered Plans should be updated annually and followed up. If your partner doesn’t
have one you may be able to create one with them. More detailed information is given on the
following webpage.
www.valuingpeople.gov.uk/pcp.htm
Carer’s Assessment
This document assesses the needs of the your partner’s carer. It is produced by the Adult
Learning Disabilities Team at Social Services.
Transition Plan
If your partner is in their teens to early twenties they may have a transition plan. This covers
how to manage the transition from childhood to adulthood and what someone’s needs would
be during this transition.
Blue Badge – Disabled Parking
If your partner has mobility difficulties they may own a blue badge which entitles them to use
disabled parking. It comes with a clock to show when you arrived at a parking space. Parking
time may be limited. You can borrow it to use in your car if you are taking your partner
somewhere.
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Diaries / Log Books / Photo Albums
Your parter may have a diary in which pictures and
descriptions of what they have done are added. If they
have one you could add information together about what
you do. Alternatively you and your partner could create a
new diary or photo album.

Relevant Legislation
www.disability.gov.uk/law.html)

There are constantly new papers and legislation being produced for
people with disabilities. If you do need legal advice around something
the easiest thing is simply to get on the phone to a lawyer or to the
office. What follows is an overview of the main legislation that has
appeared affecting people with disabilities in recent years.
GREEN PAPER –
“Independence, Well-being and Choice” March 2005
• A paper covering Social Care objectives for adults in England.
• Details what services should help people to do, where people should have more control and
choice and how this is to be achieved.
• More details on www.dh.gov.uk/socialcare
POVA (Protection of Vulnerable Adults Scheme) - 2004
• At the heart of the POVA scheme is the POVA list. The POVA scheme acts like a work force
ban. Individuals should be referred to, and included on, the POVA list if they have abused,
neglected or otherwise harmed vulnerable adults in their care or placed vulnerable adults in
their care at risk of harm.
• By making statutory checks against the list, providers of care must not offer such individuals
employment in care positions. POVA checks are requested as part of Disclosures from the
Criminal Records Bureau (CRB). More information is given at the website below.
• www.criminalrecordchecks.co.uk/pova-list.htm
Mental Capacity Act – 2005 (Previously known as The Mental Incapacity Act)
• The new Mental Capacity Act provides a framework for people who may not be able to make
their own decisions for example because of a learning disability. It sets out who can take
decisions, in which situations, and how they should go about this. It is relevant to people
over 16. More details can be obtained at the website below.
• www.dca.gov.uk/capacity
• www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts2005/20050009.htm
Valuing People (2001)
• Valuing People is the government's plan for making the lives of people with learning
disabilities, their families and carers better. It was written in 2001, and it was the first White
Paper for people with learning disabilities for 30 years.
• www.valuingpeople.gov.uk
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Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001 (SENDA)
• This act places an obligation on all education institutions to make reasonable adjustments
to ensure that disabled learners are able to participate equally in all aspects of the
educational environment.
• This obligation extends to online learning, the use of Information Learning Technology (ILT)
and distance learning. It amended the Disability Discrimination Act of 1995.
• www.hmso.gov.uk/acts/acts2001/20010010.htm

Carers and Disabled Children’s Act (2000)
• This act makes provision for the assessment of carers' needs, provides for services to help
carers, provides for the making of payments to carers and disabled children aged 16 or 17
in lieu of the provision of services to them, and covers connected purposes.
• http://www.hmso.gov.uk/acts/acts2000/20000016.htm
Care Standards Act (2000)
• The purpose of this act was to establish a new, independent regulatory body for social care
and private and voluntary healthcare services ("care services") in England known as the
National Care Standards Commission. In addition it established new, independent Councils
to register social care workers, set standards in social care work and regulate the education
and training of social workers in England and Wales. Furthermore it provided for the
Secretary of State to maintain a list of individuals who are considered unsuitable to work with
vulnerable adults. Further information can be obtained at the website below.
• http://www.hmso.gov.uk/acts/acts2000/20000014.htm
The Learning and Skills Act (2000)
• Learning and Skills Act requires the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) to consider the needs
of people with learning difficulties and/or disabilities.
• It imposes duties and powers in respect of securing boarding accommodation for people
over compulsory school age but not yet 19, those aged 19 but not yet 25 and those aged 25
and over.
Disability Rights Commission Act 1999
The Disability Rights Commission Act was used by central Government to establish The
Disability Rights Commission (DRC). The DRC is an independent body established by central
Government to help secure civil rights for disabled people. Its statutory duties are:
• To work to eliminate discrimination against disabled people.
• To promote equal opportunities for disabled people.
• To encourage good practice in the treatment of disabled people.
• To advise central government on the working of disability legislation (the DDA and the
Disability Rights Commission Act 1999). Disability Discrimination Act 1995
• This Act was passed in order to address the rights of disabled people in housing,
employment and goods and service provision. In this legislation, educational provision was
exempt, although further education educational institutions had an obligation to produce a
disability statement which outlined, for current and prospective students, what provision
could and would be made for disabled students.
• www.hmso.gov.uk/acts/acts1995/Ukpga_19950050_en_1.htm
Human Rights Act 1998
• An act that guaranteed education for all. This act together with the Disabilities Rights
Commission helped bring about SENDA.
• http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts1998/19980042.htm
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The Protection of Children Act (1999)
• This act was produced to significantly increase the level of protection for children in society.
Guidelines for the act can be found at the website below.
• www.crb.gov.uk/downloads/childprotect.pdf

Finances and Benefits

BEL (The Benefits Enquiry Line) Tel: 0800 88 22 00
Getting advice
It is important to make sure that any information you have
about allowances or benefits is up to date as they change
so often. The local CAB, Welfare Rights Adviser (usually
based in the local Social Services Department) or advice
agency will have detailed information about benefits and
other financial help which may be available. They will also
be able to help with any claims.

Benefits / Allowances
How are benefits paid?
Some benefits are now paid as tax credits by the Inland Revenue. Most other benefits are
administered by different offices of the Department of Work and Pensions. In the case of
adults with learning disabilities benefits are usually paid to a person appointed to receive
them. This is usually a parent, guardian or a member of staff at the person’s residential home.
Previously many claimants received payments by order book or girocheque. However the
government wants to pay all benefits into bank, building society or post office accounts.

Personal Expenses Allowance
If your partner is an adult living in residential care, they should receive a Personal Expenses
Allowance. This is set at a weekly minimum of £18.80 (11 April 2005) and is given to allow
them to buy personal items such as toiletries, clothing, CDs, meals out etc. In other words it’s
not a lot. The allowance comes out of your partner’s benefits that the home receives. Some
residential care places may give a higher allowance, at their discretion.

Disability Living Allowance (DLA)
DLA is the main benefit for disabled children and adults. For children it is claimed by their
parents or guardian. For adults it is either claimed by themselves or by their appointee. It is
usually paid every four weeks and is not means tested. This means your partner can be
paid this benefit regardless of their financial circumstances. DLA has two parts and either or
both parts can be claimed:
CARE COMPONENT
If, because of a physical or mental disability,
someone needs a lot of looking after or help
with personal care s/he should qualify for the
care component. This is paid to the people
responsible for the day to day care of your
partner. There is a lower and higher rate
depending on the care needs.
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MOBILITY COMPONENT
If someone needs help getting around s/he
may qualify for the mobility component.
There is a lower and a higher rate depending
on the level of mobility. Getting the high rate
for mobility allows people to apply for a blue
badge for disabled parking and for road tax
exemption. Is someone is in residential care
this component may be paid entirely to the
home, partly to the home and partly to the
parents, or entirely to the parents.

NHS Benefits
Your partner may well be entitled to:
• Free prescriptions and dental treatment
• Free NHS eye tests and vouchers to help with the cost of
glasses
• Free school meals (If still in full-time education)
• Housing grants
• Help with travel costs to hospital for NHS treatment; For more
information, contact the Patients’ Services,
Tel: 0845 850 1166

Severe Disablement Allowance (SDA)
Your partner may be receiving this. No new claims for this benefit were allowed after April
2001 so only people receiving it before this date have continued to receive it. It was allocated
mainly to people not entitled to Incapacity Benefit.

Income Support (IS)
Your partner may receive Income Support in order to top up their benefits. It is calculated
based on the income they receive. The Disability Living Allowance is not included as part of
their income.

Incapacity Benefit (IB)
IB is designed to help young people and adults who are assessed as incapable of work. IB is
not payable to people under 19 who are in full-time education - for this rule full-time education
is classed as 21 hours a week of supervised study. If your partner used to work, but no longer
can due to disability or illness, they could be claiming this. If your partner has never worked
they can sometimes claim this if they are under 25.

Severe Disability Premium
A top up premium for certain disabled people.

Housing Benefit (HB) & Council Tax Benefit (CTB)
These benefits help people on a low income pay their rent and council tax. Someone will
automatically be refused HB and CTB if he/she has savings or capital of £16,000 or above.

Council Tax (England, Wales and Scotland)
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Council Tax Benefit is designed to help people who do not have enough money to pay their
council tax bill. The Disability Reduction Scheme reduces council tax bills for some homes if
a disabled person lives there.

Carer’s Allowance (CA) – formerly called Invalid Care Allowance
If a child/adult receives the middle or highest rate of DLA care component their carer may also
be entitled to receive CA as their carer. To qualify someone needs to be:
• Caring for the person for at least 35 hours a week;
• Earning less than £82 a week (after taking off certain childcare costs and other expenses);
• Over 16 years of age;
• Not in full-time education (this is classed as 21 hours or more a week).

Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA)
JSA is a benefit for people who are unemployed and looking for work. To qualify for JSA you
must register as available for and actively seeking work and have entered into a Jobseeker’s
agreement to show what steps you are taking to find work.

Other financial help which may be available
Help getting around
In some areas there are schemes that provide cheap
transport for people with mobility problems. The names of
the schemes and what is on offer can vary. Details should
be available from the local CAB, Volunteer Bureau,
Disablement Association or from Tripscope, a national
travel and transport information service for people with
impaired mobility
(0845 758 5641)

Education Maintenance Allowance (EMA)
If a 16 or 17 year old has stayed on at school or college they may be eligible for an EMA.
The amount of an EMA depends on parental income.

IMPORTANT
If your partner is claiming benefits the amount of paid work they can do may be restricted.
Your partner should check should check with their local Jobcentre, Jobcentre Plus or social
security office before they start any job.
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www.jobcentreplus.gov.uk

Funding
Your partner may wish or need to obtain funding for a variety of things. These could include:
• Residential Placements
• Social Activities
• Day Care
• Computers
• Transport

• Additional Support Workers
• Education
• Physiotherapy
• Speech Therapy
• Daily Living Equipment

Obtaining funding can be a difficult and drawn out process. Before embarking on any quests
for funding make sure you:
• Research your application thoroughly
• Communicate with everyone involved
• Consult independent sources
• Obtain all the necessary documentation
• Check if needs can be met by local statutory authorities before applying to a charity or grant
giving trust.
Be persistent and, as far as possible, maintain good relationships with all involved.

Sources of Funding
Help with Specific One-o
off Costs - The Social Fund
The Social Fund gives various types of payments designed to help people on a low income
with specific costs. Claims for any of the payments are dealt with by the local Benefit Office
or Jobcentre Plus office. There are several different types of payments you can
get including:
• Budgeting Loans – interest free loans for people receiving income support. Used to buy
items that are difficult to budget for.
• Community Care Grants – these are similar to budgeting loans but don’t have to be paid
back.
• Crisis Loans - financial help to cover costs incurred by an emergency or disaster.
For more information contact the Disability Alliance on 020
(www.disabilityalliance.org.)
This organisation also publishes the Disability Rights Handbook annually.

7247

8776

Funding from Social Services Departments
Purchase of Daily Living Equipment
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• Daily Living Equipment can include anything from beds and chairs to toileting equipment and
hoists.
• Social Services are responsible for the funding of such equipment.
• They usually only fund within their local area. Applications for funding for outside the area
need to be very strong.

Funding for Care
• Funding for care is prioritised for in-borough placements and for small homes in the
community. If it can be clearly shown that the needs of someone cannot be met locally it may
be possible to obtain funding for placements out-of-borough.
• There is sometimes a debate about whose responsibility it is to provide funding and to what
extent. Social Services may argue that a placement is based on health needs and therefore
should be funded primarily by the NHS. The Health Authority may argue that a placement is
based on a care or social need and should therefore be funded by social services.
• The Learning and Skills Council (LSC) is responsible, at least in part, for funding places at
residential colleges and schools. (www.lsc.gov.uk)
• A couple of specific sources for funding are worth mentioning:
1) The Independent Living Fund (www.ilf.org.uk) - The Independent Living Fund provides
financial assistance to very severely disabled people who can only live at home if they have
a lot of paid help. The fund can be used to employ one or more care assistants. Telephone:
0845 601 8816 / E-mail: funds@ilf.org.uk
2) Direct Payments - Some local council social services departments run a direct payment
scheme. Direct Payments are given to people to enable them to buy social care services
to meet their specific needs.

Equipment for Employment
• The Access to Work Scheme is designed to help people with disabilities overcome obstacles
to them gaining employment.
• Local Job Centres employ Disability Employment Advisors (DEAs) who work as part of the
Disabilities Services Team. (DST)
• Financial help could be given for a range of services including support workers, adaptations
to equipment, and communication assistants.

Funding from the Housing Authority
Alterations and Repairs to Houses
• Before an application can be considered an assessment is necessary by an Occupational
Therapist from the local health authority.
• Two types of financial assistance are available to adapt homes to meet disabled peoples’
needs.
• Disabled Facilities Grants – used for general renovation to houses for disabled people
• Housing Repair Assistance – used to pay for minor home repairs and adaptations

Funding Provided by the Local Education Authority
Equipment needed during education at school or in
college
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• Equipment could include ramps for access into schools,
special furniture and writing equipment.
• Ideally the Statement of Educational Needs should make
reference to any necessary equipment to make
procurement of it easier.

Financing Further and Higher Education
• Information about funding for further and higher education is available from Skill (The
National Bureau for Students with Disabilities) Telephone: 0800 328 5050 Webpage:
www.skill.org.uk
• The Learning and Skills Act (2000) requires the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) to
consider the needs of people with learning difficulties and/or disabilities. It imposes duties
and powers in respect of securing boarding accommodation for people over compulsory
school age but not yet 19, those aged 19 but not yet 25 and those aged 25 and over. It also
ensures that the needs of learning disabled adults are considered in educational institutions.
Telephone: 0870 900 6800 Webpage - www.lsc.gov.uk

Funding from the Health Authority
Mobility Needs
• Mobility needs are assessed by a physiotherapist
at the local hospital or by community
physiotherapists who visit the home.
• The NHS Wheelchair Service is responsible for
providing wheelchairs. Users need to contact their
local centre.
• Motability is a scheme that can be used to
purchase powered vehicles ranging from
electronic wheelchairs to cars. (01279 635 999 /
www.motability.co.uk)

Communication Equipment
• Communication needs are assessed by a Speech
and Language Therapist. They will also give
advice on funding for specific equipment. GPs
can refer your partner to relevant therapists.
• There are also specialist centres called
Communication Aid Centres that advise on
equipment to enhance or replace speech.

Home Nursing Equipment
• Home nursing equipment is provided on free loan by community/district nurses or sometime
by a health visitor. Referrals can be made by GPs.
• Equipment may include specialised beds, toileting equipment

There is a degree of uncertainty about the difference between Daily Living Equipment and
Home Nursing Equipment. This can result in debates about who should fund what. As a
general rule if an item is needed for a medical purpose it is the responsibility of the Home
Nursing Service, if it is needed to enhance independence it is the responsibility of social
services.
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IMPORTANT

Grants from other charities and benevolent funds
• Check that your funding cannot be obtained from Local Authorities before applying to trusts
and charities.
• The Directory of Social Change publishes “A Guide to Grants for Individuals in Need.” This
is a practical guide to sources of money available from over 2,500 trusts and charities. Local
libraries or CABs may have a copy of this guide. It can also be bought from The Directory of
Social Change (08450 777 707 / 020 7209 5151)
• It may also be worth contacting any organisation concerned with someone’s particular
condition. Some of these charities provide small grants.
• Apply to local trusts first. National Charities tend to be inundated with requests.
• Most trusts prefer an initial approach to be from a professional writing on the disabled
person’s behalf.

Family Fund
• The Family Fund can give lump sums for specific items
that arise from the care of a child under 16 with severe
disabilities.
• The Fund will consider any request so parents can ask
for whatever they need most: for example, laundry
equipment, transport expenses, clothing, holidays and
so on.
• Tel: 0845 130 4542 e-mail: info@familyfund.org.uk

Family Welfare Association
• This organisation administers a wide variety of Trust Funds.
• Applications must be made by a Social Worker on someone’s behalf.

Additional Mobility Equipment
• The Mobility Trust provides mobility equipment including the first year’s insurance.
• Telephone: 01488 686 336 / E-mail: mobility@mobilitytrust.org.uk
• Whizz-Kidz (www.whizz-kidz.org.uk) provides funding for mobility equipment for children up
to 18 years old.
• Telephone: 020 7233 6600 / E-mail: info@whizz-kidz.org.uk

Funding for Computers
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• AbilityNet (www.abilitynet.org.uk) keeps a list of
organisations and trusts that may help with funding for
computer equipment.
• Telephone: 01926 312 847 / E-mail:
enquiries@abilitynet.org

Additional Resources / Relevant Organisations

Organisations

Website/Telephone

Comments

Foundation for
People
with Learning
Disabilities

www.learningdisabilities.
org.uk
020 7803 1100

Run by the Mental Health Foundation.
Deals with issues that affect the lives
of people with learning disabilities

Disabilities Rights
Commission (DRC)

www.drc.org.uk

Exists to fight discrimination against
disabled people. Legal advice /
Discrimination cases

British Institute of
Learning Disabilities
(BILD)

www.bild.org.uk
01562 723010

This organisation exists to improve the
quality of life of people with a learning
disability. It influences policy makers
and
other
decision
makers,
encourages good practice among
practitioners from a wide range of
disciplines and aims to help people
with a learning disability take charge of
their own lives and become part of an
inclusive society.

Mencap
(Royal Society for
Mentally
Handicapped
Children and Adults)

www.mencap.org.uk
020 7454 0454

Gives support and information to
people with learning disabilities.

Department of Health

www.dh.gov.uk
0207 210 4850
libraries.nelh.nhs.uk/learnin
gdisabilities

Information on Health Legislation and
related issues

NeLH
(National Electronic
Library for Health –
Learning Disabilities
Section)

www.arcuk.org.uk/england
01246 555043

A web-based portal to practice and
policy
information
relating
to
supporting people with learning
disabilities It is aimed at professionals
supporting people in a variety of
settings. It has a special section on
advocacy and empowerment.

Association for Real
Change

020 7359 6070
Mon-Fri 11-2

Supports providers of services to
people with a learning disability
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All the following organisations offer support and/or information for people with learning
disabilities and/or those involved in their lives. Many have helplines but how helpful these
are varies a lot.

Organisations

Website/Telephone

Autism London

Comments
General advice and support on autism.

www.nas.org.uk
020 7833 2299

Supports people with autism

The National
Development Team

www.ndt.org.uk
01473 836440

Works to improve policies, services,
and opportunities for people who are
disadvantaged.

Learning Disability Web
Site

www.learningdisability.co.
uk

Information around learning disabilities
Information for carers of disabled
children

Contact A Family

www.cafamily.org.uk
0808 808 3555

Information for carers of disabled
children

SCOPE

www.scope.org.uk
0808 800 3333

Support and information for people
with Cerebral Palsy

Community Care

www.communitycare.co.uk

Calls itself the leading social care
information provider. Produces free
magazine
for
social
care
professionals.

Valuing People

www.valuingpeople.gov.uk

Valuing People is the government's
plan for making the lives of people with
learning disabilities, their families and
carers better. It was written in 2001,
and it was the first White Paper for
people with learning disabilities for 30
years. It covers England.

Epilepsy Action

www.epilepsy.org.uk
0808 800 5050 – urgent

Information and advice for people with
epilepsy

The Law Society

www.lawsociety.org.uk
020 7242 1222

Legal advice.

Citizens Advice Bureaux
(CAB)

www.citizensadvice.org.uk

Enquiries on a wide range of benefits
and services can be made to local
CAB offices.

Local MPs

www.locata.co.uk/commons Use the above website to find
your local MP It’s always good to have
the support of local MPs if adequate
services aren’t being provided in your
constituency or if social services
simply aren’t listening to your partner’s
needs.
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National Autistic Society

Website/Telephone

Comments

Parent Partnerships

www.parentpartnership.org.
uk
0207 843 6000

A government initiative set up in each
borough. Standards vary. For people
still in full-time education. Can offer
help making statements.

Carers UK

Carers UK
www.carersuk.org
0207 490 8818

Carers UK is a carer-led organisation
working for all carers.

Disability Law

020 7791 9800

Employment advice.

Disability Living
Foundation

www.dlf.org.uk
020 7289 6111

Several fact sheets for disabled people
and their carers. Also has information
on funding.

The Learning and Skills
Council

www.lsc.gov.uk

Information on funding and placements
for residential education

Check The Map

www.checkthemap.org

Site intended to help people with
learning disabilities find out what
services are available to them in their
area.

Easy Info

www.easyinfo.org.uk

Website about making information
easier for people with learning
disabilities

Symbol World

www.symbolworld.org

Website with symbols and photos
representing all kinds of things.

EHow

www.ehow.com

Website with step by step instructions
how to do things. (For more able
people)

Social Care Online

www.sciesocialcareonline.org.uk

Website with information about social
care.

Disability Law Service

www.dls.org.uk
020 7791 9800

Legal advice
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Organisations

Safety and Protection
The safety and protection of our advocates and their partners is of highest importance to us
at Kith and Kids. Advocates are encouraged to support their partners to understand issues
around their safety and protection. Advocates must also make sure that they are not putting
themselves in vulnerable or unsafe situations. Above all it is important for advocates not to
ignore any causes for concern and to seek support.

Key Points
• Factors which can contribute to a sense of vulnerability include: isolation,
lack of understanding, unfamiliarity of an environment, and lack of support
from others.
• Information, honesty, openness, and support are key factors in creating a
situation which feels safe for all.
• We can all feel vulnerable at times but there are things we can put in play
to minimise risks. With support we can gain the confidence to cope with the
unexpected.
• It may be the case that people who have a learning disability are less aware
of potential dangers, or are less able to put in place those things which may
minimise the risks. We therefore have a responsibility to empower and/or protect them.
• Advocates need to know how they can access support and supervision from Kith & Kids.
• Any snippet of information which gives rise to a cause for concern must not be ignored. The
appropriate person/agency must be informed (e.g. Advocacy
coordinator, Chair of Management Committee, Police and/or Social
Services protection teams.)
• Advocates must have a copy of and adhere to Kith & Kids Safety and
Protection Policy and Confidentiality Document, including clear
Emergency Procedures.
• Confidentiality must be breached when there is a cause for concern for
someone’s safety.
• All advocates should have a list of relevant emergency phone numbers.
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For further information on Safety and Protection and a copy of our Safety and Protection
Policy see the Partners in disAbility Manual p.61-72

Final Thoughts
Some final thoughts for advocates
• Get to know your partner, his/her environment and people in his/her life.
• Look at the world through your partner’s eyes. Ask yourself, “What if I or a member of my
family had to live there, eat there, etc?”
• Remember that your loyalty is to your partner – not to her/his family, social worker, nor to
Kith & Kids.
• Feel free to call us at Kith & Kids for support, to get information, to talk about a problem, and
to share success!
• Plan to develop your relationship over time.
Only personal knowledge gained over a period
of months, or even years, yields a true
understanding of your partner, his/her
situation, and the interactions and effects of
the people involved in his/her life.
• As the relationship with your partner becomes
established, ask to meet with another
advocate so you can share and obtain
suggestions that can enrich your own
relationship as well as that of the other
advocate. Kith and Kids could organise this
for you or give you information about when
networking meetings are taking place.
• Recognise your own abilities: the skills you
have developed naturally throughout your
life at home, at work or in the community.
These are valuable assets that you can
bring to the advocacy relationship.
• Look into your own network of friends, and aquaintances for people who can advise/support
you in your relationship and whose induction to your partner can potentially increase the
number of people in his/her own network.
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• Realise that sometimes an advocate cannot solve the problem for a partner, but being there
and caring what happens to him/her is vitally important.

Kith & Kids - Equal Opportunities
Kith & Kids is committed to the elimination of harassment, discrimination and prejudice
experienced by individuals and groups who participate in Kith & Kids activities / services.
Therefore all participants are required to adhere to all principles listed below:
• Recognising and respecting all participants as individuals and not discriminate in relation to
age, gender, physical disability, mental or sensory impairment, race, culture, class,
economic factors, sexual orientation, marital status, politics, religion or other specific factor.
This means that we encourage respect for others’ background, appearance, personality,
abilities, opinions or preferences.
We do not countenance :
• Any form of abuse, whether physical, sexual or emotional
• Destructive critisism or verbal insults
• Writing discriminating or insulting remarks on walls or other places
• Encouraging other people to harass or discriminate against another individual or group
• Provocative behaviour, such as wearing racist badges
• Bringing to premises in use by Kith & Kids materials such as leaflets or magazines which in
any way support the aforementioned discrimination
In the event of any alleged or actual harrassment to an individual or group taking part in Kith
& Kids activities/services, the management committee or its representative will:
• Investigate fully; by talking with all people who were involved, or may have been involved,
or may have witnessed the incident, and recording the statements.
• Discuss the incident with the alleged perpetrator, re-stating our position.
• Aid and support abused party by providing any necessary help from within the organisation
or outside.
• If the incident is proven, the management committee, or its representative, will discuss with
the perpetrator the possibility of continuing involvement with Kith & Kids.

In the case of violence Kith & Kids, in line with its Safety and Protection Policy, reserves the right
to immediately exclude from all Kith & Kids activities/services any person against whom an
allegation of violence (i.e. physical abuse) is made. The incident will then be investigated
immediately by a nominee of the management committee and, if the incident is proven to be
motivated by aforementioned prejudice, the exclusion will stand. If motivated by any other factor,
the principles and procedures of the protection policy will be adhered to.
If you experience any discrimination whilst participating in a Kith & Kids activity/service please
inform a Kith & Kids member of staff immediately.
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For a full copy of The Kith & Kids Equal Opportunities Statement and Policy please
contact us at the office on 020 8801 7432
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KITH & KIDS – DOCUMENT ON CONFIDENTIALITY
Kith & Kids views a policy of confidentiality as essential in the provision of its service. The
principle of this policy is that personal information of any nature about families/members, staff,
volunteers and Management Committee will not be passed to third parties without prior
knowledge and consent. Any incident leading to a breach of confidentiality may result in
disciplinary action against the person/s involved.
INFORMATION – FAMILIES/MEMBERS:
1. No notes are made by the Kith & Kids co-ordinators of any confidential issues discussed
by members or their families with them.
2. Any other information given by members or their families is kept in a locked filing cabinet,
with access only to the member and/or family member and the relevant coordinator(s).
Such information will only be given over to a third party (i.e. doctors and other
professionals) at their request.
3. Advocacy/support are offered in the privacy of the member’s / family’s own home or at the
Kith & Kids office whenever needed.
4. Any issues discussed at meetings and reviews etc. are held in strictest confidence and any
written information kept in a locked filing cabinet with access only to the member and/or
family member and the relevant coordinator(s). This information would only be given to a
third party (i.e. doctor or professional) at the member and/or family member’s request.
5. Telephone numbers and addresses will never be given to a third party without the express
consent of the member and/or family member.
INFORMATION – VOLUNTEERS:
1. Any information given by volunteers will be kept in a locked filing cabinet with access only
to that volunteer and the relevant Kith & Kids coordinator(s) and will not be passed onto a
third party.
2. Any issues discussed by volunteers with the staff or Management Committee will be held
in strict confidence.
3. Telephone numbers and addresses will never be given to a third party without the express
consent of the volunteer.
4. Information requested/required by outside bodies or references will only be given with the
consent of the individual concerned.
5. Computer data relates only to names, addresses, telephone numbers and skills. Access is
only to staff.

THE EXCEPTION: WHEN CONFIDENTIALITY WILL BE BROKEN
Children and adults have rights to protection from abuse and harm. Such rights may require
confidential information to be passed on to appropriate authorities. Confidentiality is respected
at all times but disclosure may be necessary to protect another person. Kith & Kids members,
volunteers and staff must limit such disclosure to people who need to know and are in a
position to offer guidance or act to protect the individual (e.g. Kith & Kids Director,
Coordinators, Chair of the Kith & Kids Management Committee, Police, Social Services.)
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INFORMATION – STAFF:
1. Any issues discussed by staff with the Management Committee will be held in strictest
confidence. Their concerns may only be brought to the membership with the express
consent of the staff member.
2. Information about staff (i.e. references from previous employees, appraisal forms,
addresses, telephone numbers etc.) will be kept in a locked filing cabinet with access only
to that individual and their line manager.

Partner Information Sheet
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Filling in this sheet will help you keep track of contact details for your partner and some
background information that may be useful during your advocacy partnership.
• Before filling in any information on this sheet make sure that your partner and their
parents/carers are happy for you to have a written record of the information.
• Please keep any information you have in a safe secure place and make sure that others do
not have access to it.
• You should not keep written records of confidential information – please see our
confidentiality document.
• If you are unsure of what information it is OK to keep a written record of please contact the
office on 020 8801 7432

Feedback Sheet – Photocopy as needed

Please send this form back to the Kith & Kids office:
Kith & Kids, 3rd Floor The Irish Centre, Pretoria Road, N17 8DX
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If you have time to give us some feedback on any training sessions
you’ve attended, support you’ve been given or activities you’ve
participated in we would love to hear from you. Feedback helps us
to improve our services both for our members and for our volunteers.
If you’d like us to reply to your feedback fill in your contact details.

Kith and Kids Registered Charity Number 1080972
www.kithandkids.org.uk

